Parent/ Carer Information Sheet
Autumn Term 1 2019-20
Yellow Base.
Where is Home?

Topic Question

Where is Home?

Topic Celebration

Models displayed of significant places in Sheffield,
built by classes

English/ Literacy

FS2 Begin learning individual letter sounds for
reading and writing, use continuous provision,
outdoors and books to record
Y1 Write a recount about summer holidays
Use The Town Mouse and the Country Mouse to
explore settings and character
Write labels, lists and captions

Mathematics

FS2 Reading, writing, counting, ordering and
using numbers to 10
Using numicon and other apparatus to partition
and make numbers to 10
Y1 Place value 0-10, then 11-20
Addition and subtraction
Shape

Science/ The World

FS2/Y1 Noticing changes and patterns over time,
the seasonal change as summer turns to autumn
Create poems, paintings and collages

ICT/ Computing

FS2 Creating pictures
Y1 Creating pictures and adding typed labels,
learning to turn on/ shut down, log on/ off.

Geography/ The World

FS2/ Y1 Learn about places local to us
Talk about where we live and our local area
Make a map of the local area
Make a model of Broomhill with contributions from
all children

History/ The World

FS2/ Y1 Explore the meaning of old and new
Talk about what we might find in homes today and
homes long ago through mystery objects
Think about how homes have changed over time

Art/ DT

FS2/ Y1 Whole class project, creating Broomhill
through box modelling
Explore materials and ways of joining
Cross reference to mapping skills for position and
placement

PE

FS2/ Y1 Cricket skills, focus on hand/ eye
coordination
Develop travelling skills on large apparatus

PSHE

FS2/ Y1 New Beginnings
Exploring our feelings about starting school and
being part of a new class
Understanding that we belong to families and
organisations

Music

FS2/ Y1 Exploring sounds around us in the
environment

Visits/ Visitors

A walk around our local area, date tbc
International Day 25.9.19

If you require any further information please see the class teacher.

